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Butter and Flower

Cannabis-Infused Recipes and Stories for the Cannacurious
Ann Allchin
Straightforward recipes for cannabis-infused treats that will elevate
your enjoyment of the recreational and medicinal benefits of edibles,
accompanied by stories from those who partake.

Food & Drink / Baking
September 2022 • $45.00
9781771513708 • hardcover, paper over board
7.5” x 9”, 240 pages, full colour
Author’s home: Toronto, ON
TouchWood Editions
RIGHTS HELD: North America, English
AVAILABLE VIA UTP: Yes
Ebook also available
MARKETING & PROMO:

• National, regional, and subject-specific print
features, excerpts, review coverage, broadcast
and television interviews
• Publicity and promotion in conjunction with
author’s speaking engagements
• Social media campaigns, blogger outreach, digital
collateral for online use
• Outreach to subject-specific organizations,
markets and festivals
• Excerpts available
• Electronic ARCs

A self-described wholesome hockey mom, Ann Allchin goes for bike
rides, hangs at the dog park, and bakes on Saturdays. But much to her
kids’ embarrassment, when Ann bakes, it’s most often with cannabis. She
got her start baking cookies for a relative who suffered from debilitating
migraines, and has since introduced many to the medicinal and recreational benefits of baking with flower.
Based on foundational recipes for cannabis-infused butter, oils, and
sugar, the book includes 40 recipes with classics like blondies and oatmeal
raisin cookies, chocolate-forward desserts, fruity and nutty concoctions,
and a few savoury bites. With vivid photos and sophisticated food styling,
an opener on health and safety, guidelines on the basic math for moderate,
straightforward dosing, and a glossary of cannabis terms, this is so much
better than the scribbled recipe for your roommate’s lumpy hash brownies.
More than a cookbook, Butter and Flower also features stories from
cannabis activists, a legal defender and defendants, entrepreneurs, medicinal users, and healthcare practitioners. It’s a diverse collection of stories
of lives lived under the War on Drugs, including revelations with mental
and physical health, the road to legalization, and hopes for the future of
cannabis use.
Ann Allchin began baking with cannabis to help a family member who struggles with
debilitating migraines. She has a Bachelor of Science in Neuroscience and English and
a Master of Education, and is a passionate advocate for social justice and dispelling
the social stigmas around cannabis use. She lives in Toronto with her husband, two
kids, and two dogs. You can visit her online at annallchin.com.
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Enebla

Recipes from an Ethiopian Kitchen
Luladey Moges
This collection of 65+ recipes, vivid photography, and family anecdotes
is an accessible, authentic introduction to Ethiopian cuisine. Learn to
make injera, wot stews, hearty tibs, and more.
“Enebla is a beautiful cookbook with insights of Lula’s family diaspora told
through the recipes. My favorite type of cookbook.” —Tu David Phu, Top
Chef Alumnus

Food & Drink / Cooking
September 2022 • $40.00
9781771513623 • hardcover, paper over board
7.25” x 10”, 176 pages, full colour
Author’s home: Los Angeles, CA
TouchWood Editions
RIGHTS HELD: North America, English
AVAILABLE VIA UTP: Yes
Ebook also available
MARKETING & PROMO:

• National, regional, and subject-specific print
features, excerpts, review coverage, broadcast
and television interviews
• Publicity and promotion in conjunction with
author’s speaking engagements
• Outreach to subject-specific organizations,
markets and festivals
• Electronic and print blads
• Regional author tour
• Excerpts available

People love Ethiopian cuisine for its unique combination of spices,
aromas, and sociability. Dishes are served to be shared with family and
friends, and unlike many cuisines, Ethiopian food has traditions of vegetarianism that make it particularly popular among meat-free cooks and
diners (though Enebla offers plenty of meat-based recipes too). However,
it can seem baffling to the outsider. Where can you get spicy berbere? How
do you make injera? And doesn’t it all take hours to prepare?
In Enebla (which means let’s eat!), Luladey Moges shares authentic
family favourite recipes for aromatic wot stews, a hearty tibs, breakfast
scrambles, colourful salads of pulses and fresh vegetables, authentic injera
sourdough flatbread, and even a traditional Ethiopian coffee ceremony, all
accompanied by lush food styling alongside family photos and ephemera.
As Lula’s parents used to say, “We might live in America but once you
come home, this is Ethiopia.” With her accessible recipes, inviting anecdotes, and an extensive glossary that invites curious cooks to learn more
about the Amharic language and Ethiopian ingredients, Lula invites you
to make your kitchen Ethiopia no matter where you live. Let’s eat!
Born in Addis Ababa, Luladey “Lula” Moges moved to the United States with her
family at the age of twelve and learned the art of Ethiopian cuisine from her grandmother, mother, and aunts. Her busy career in hospitality was initially an obstacle
to home-cooking—as many recipes require several hours to develop a full-bodied
flavour—so she has spent years developing real-world recipes that deliver authentic,
mom-approved fare in an hour or less. Lula lives in Los Angeles.
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The Five-Bottle Bar

A Simple Guide to Stylish Cocktails
Jessica Schacht
From the co-founder of Ampersand Distilling Company, a collection of
cocktail recipes that relies on just five bottles to build your bartending
style with ease and confidence.

Food & Drink / Cocktails
September 2022 • $28.00
9781771513760 • hardcover, paper over board
6.5” x 9”, 208 pages, full colour
Author’s home: Duncan, BC
TouchWood Editions
RIGHTS HELD: World, all languages
AVAILABLE VIA UTP: Yes
Ebook also available
MARKETING & PROMO:

• National, regional, and subject-specific print
features, excerpts and review coverage
• Publicity and promotion in conjunction with
author’s speaking engagements
• Social media campaigns, blogger outreach, digital
collateral for online use
• Outreach to subject-specific organizations,
markets and festivals
• Electronic and print blads
• Regional author tour
• Excerpts available

Think of it as the capsule closet for cocktails. Five bottles around which
your inner bartender can emerge with skill, savvy and a little flare for the
dramatic when it’s called for.
The bottles: gin, whiskey, sweet and dry vermouth, and Campari (plus
bonus recipes for bubbly). The setting: living room, backyard, window seat,
and the wild beyond. The mixologist? Oh, that’s you.
In this beautifully photographed collection, Jessica Schacht, co-founder
of Ampersand Distilling Company, presents her take on classics (like the
G & T, the Old Fashioned, the Martini, and the Negroni), collections (sours,
punches, and such), and contemporaries (a few inventive new drinks to
pique your creativity). There’s a chapter of zero-proofs in part inspired by
the abundance of new alcohol-free spirits on the market now, and another
dedicated to keeping your vacation drinks game classy, from the airplane
to the B&B to the beach.
In addition to the recipes The Five-Bottle Bar supplies a solid foundation in bartending basics (tools, techniques, thoughts on glassware and
garnishes), the condensed history of spirits, and tips for setting up your
minimalist bar cart.
Jessica Schacht is the cofounder of the multigenerational family-run Ampersand
Distilling Company and author of the History Glass column in the Cowichan Valley
Voice. When she’s not whipping up new recipes for the distillery, you can bet she’s
tending to her garden or walking in the woods. She is grateful to live in the Cowichan
Valley in the home she shares with her husband and sons.
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The Distilleries of
Vancouver Island
9781771513326, $25.00

The Sipster’s Pocket Guide
to 50 Must-Try BC Wines
9781771513609, $20.00
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The Classics

Let’s start with the crucial cocktails
every gentlewoman should have
in her repertoire. These recipes are
the cornerstones of cocktail culture. Reaching back as far as the
1600s, many of these staples remain
amongst the most popular cocktails
today.
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Robert Amos has published eleven books on art and was the arts columnist for
42 to uC hwo o de ditio ns .Co m
Victoria’s Times Colonist newspaper for more than thirty years. Amos was elected to
O F R E L AT E D I N T E R E S T
the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts in 1995 and is an Honorary Citizen of Victoria. He
lives in Oak Bay, British Columbia, with his wife, artist Sarah Amos. Visit his website
at robertamos.com.
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Citizens of Light
A Novel
Sam Shelstad

This debut novel set in southern Ontario captures call-centre life, faded
tourist attractions, and suburbia with oddball wit and sharp realism.
“Sam Shelstad has a funny, lively, engaging, peculiar mind—charming and
surprising.” —Sheila Heti, author of Pure Colour
“A darkly comic and compelling story about a truly unique call centre
warrior on a mission to solve the mystery of her husband’s death. Trust
me, you’ll laugh, think, and keep turning the pages.” —Terry Fallis, two-time
winner of the Stephen Leacock Medal for Humour

Fiction / Contemporary
September 2022 • $22.00
9781990071058 • softcover
5.5” x 8.5”, 240 pages
Author’s home: Toronto, ON
TouchWood Editions / Brindle & Glass
RIGHTS HELD: World, all languages except Spanish
AVAILABLE VIA UTP: Yes
Ebook also available
MARKETING & PROMO:

• National, regional, and subject-specific print
features, excerpts and review coverage
• Publicity and promotion in conjunction with
author’s speaking engagements
• Social media campaigns, blogger outreach, digital
collateral for online use
• Outreach to subject-specific organizations,
markets and festivals
• Electronic and print ARCs
• Festival appearances
• Regional author tour
• Excerpts available

Colleen Weagle works in a call centre and lives in a bungalow with her
mother in a quiet Toronto suburb. In her spare time she writes spec scripts
and plays an online game set in a resort populated by reindeer. It’s a typical
life. Except three months ago Colleen’s husband Leonard was found in a
bog in the middle of the night, a two hours’ drive from home. Dead.
With a flatly optimistic belief in the power of routine, Colleen has been
soldiering on. But when a local news photo twigs her memory of a mystery
attendee at Leonard’s funeral she snaps into action. Accompanied by her
ornery co-worker Patti, she heads to Niagara Falls on a quest to find the
truth behind the death. Amid the slot machines and grubby hotels, the pair
stumble into the darker underworld of a faded tourist trap.
Bleakly madcap, with deadpan dialogue, Shelstad’s debut novel is a noir
anti-thriller reminiscent of Twin Peaks and the work of Ottessa Moshfegh and
early Kate Atkinson that reveals the undercurrents of melancholy and the truly
bizarre that can run beneath even the most seemingly mild-mannered lives.
Sam Shelstad is the author of the story collection Cop House (Nightwood Editions,
2017). He is a regular contributor to McSweeney’s Internet Tendency and his work has
appeared in magazines including The New Quarterly and Joyland. He was longlisted
for the CBC Short Story Prize, a runner up for the Thomas Morton Memorial Prize,
and finalist for a National Magazine Award. Shelstad lives in Toronto.
O F R E L AT E D I N T E R E S T
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I held my breath as we walked through the big glass doors to the casino.
The man from Leonard’s funeral could potentially be standing on the other
side. Of course, the doors were transparent, so I knew he wasn’t standing
right there. Somewhere close by though. But the doors didn’t lead right into
the casino. We were in a kind of shopping mall atrium. High-end clothing
shops, purses, diamonds. Somewhere to spend your winnings should you
be impatient. A last-ditch effort by the casino to keep customers’ money
on the property. The real entrance to the casino was next to a watch store
and the lineup to get inside was long—and getting longer.
Patti and I joined the queue. The line snaked around a curved wall, and
when we reached the halfway point, I could see attendants checking ids up
ahead. We shuffled forward, slowly. My phone buzzed.
“I’ll meet you inside,” I told Patti, then stepped back out into the atrium.
“Colleen, this is Ken from the office. You’re an hour late. What’s
going on?”
“Excuse me?”
“You’re late. I’m looking at your chair right now. You’re not in it. Last I
checked, your chair won’t complete surveys by itself. Are you on your way?”
“But I have the weekend off.”
“You most certainly do not. I remember our conversation quite clearly.
This is unacceptable behaviour. I’m looking at your empty chair right now.
Chairs don’t complete surveys.”
“Patti told me she talked to you.”
“Is Patti with you? I was going to call her next. This is ridiculous. We’re
down two diallers and Bank of America is starting tonight. How soon can
you get here?”
I hung up.
I rejoined the line for the casino. Patti was long gone. I couldn’t believe it.
She’d told me I had the weekend off.
I waited. A woman in a brown blazer glanced at my driver’s license and
waved me through.
My first time inside a real casino. I whispered “wow” slowly, like some
moron. Like a rube. It was all so overwhelming. There were seemingly thousands of slot machines, stretching back farther than I could see. It was like a
glitzy forest in a futuristic dream. The noise was instantly mesmerizing. All
the machines chiming away. It sounded like millions of tiny harps talking
to each other in heaven.
I could have stood there in wonderment for hours, but I had to find Patti.
I walked down an aisle of tV show–themed slot machines—Big Bang Theory,
Sex and the City—and kept watch for Patti and the man from the Metro.
—from Citizens of Light
to uChwo o de ditio ns.Com
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in Small Spaces

One Couple’s Journey with Parkinson’s Disease
and Lewy Body Dementia
Leslie A. Davidson
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your enjoyment of the recreational and medicinal benefits of edibles,
life to the fullest as ardent outdoor enthusiasts, energetic travellers, and
accompanied by stories from those who partake.
soon-to-be grandparents. But when Lincoln’s confusion became a concern
and Leslie began to experience a hesitant leg and uncontrollable tremors in
A self-described wholesome hockey mom, Ann Allchin goes for bike
one arm, a devastating double diagnosis completely changed their life.
rides, hangs at the dog park, and bakes on Saturdays. But much to her
In this personal and unstintingly honest memoir, Leslie recounts
kids’ embarrassment, when Ann bakes, it’s most often with cannabis. She
the years that follow the diagnoses—her Parkinson’s and Lincoln’s Lewy
got her start baking cookies for a relative who suffered from debilitating
body dementia—charting physical changes, mastering medications (and
migraines, and has since introduced many to the medicinal and recreasometimes flubbing it), the logistical puzzles of caregiving, and the steady
tional benefits of baking with flower.
support of their close-knit community in the small town of Grand Forks
Based on foundational recipes for cannabis-infused butter, oils, and
in south central British Columbia.
sugar, the book includes 40 recipes with classics like blondies and oatmeal
She describes her struggle to maintain perspective while questioning
raisin cookies, chocolate-forward desserts, fruity and nutty concoctions,
what having perspective even means, and the work of being an advocate
and a few savoury bites. With vivid photos and sophisticated food styling,
while needing an advocate. And she explains how, amid all the challenges
an opener on health and safety, guidelines on the basic math for moderate,
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better than the scribbled recipe for your roommate’s lumpy hash brownies.
lessons in love, courage, and grace from the man who had always led the
More than a cookbook, Butter and Flower also features stories from
way and who, despite the ravages of his illness, in many ways, still did.
cannabis activists, a legal defender and defendants, entrepreneurs, mediAt once poignant and unflinchingly frank Dancing in Small Spaces
cinal users, and healthcare practitioners. It’s a diverse collection of stories
is the story of a long and adventurous marriage, of deep gratitude, and,
of lives lived under the War on Drugs, including revelations with mental
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and physical health, the road to legalization, and hopes for the future of
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The day before we leave for Costa Rica, I experience an uncontrollable
tremor in my left arm as I am putting on my coat, a tremor that persists and
increases in frequency throughout the month we are in Central America.
A pinched nerve, I tell myself. Something to do with my shoulder injury.
That’s not all. I have been seeing a physiotherapist about severe pain
in my right shoulder and mention to him that occasionally I feel as if my
left leg is unresponsive, that I must consciously focus on it to get it moving
properly. He watches me walk and sees nothing unusual in my gait.
“It looks good,” he tells me, “but if it persists, come back and I’ll do a
thorough neuro workup.”
I cling to “looks good” and put “neuro workup” out of my mind.
It isn’t until we are in Costa Rica, that February of 2011, and I am unable
to keep my flip-flop sandal on my left foot, that I allow myself to begin to
consider that something more serious than a pinched nerve might be wrong
with me. I test my left foot and hand, my left arm and leg. I can trigger the
tremor by holding my arm out straight or doing up a zipper. My leg drags to
the point of tripping me up if am tired and forget to make it “walk properly.”
If I stand on tiptoe, my left heel sinks immediately to the ground. If I stand
on my heels, my right-foot toes remain up, pointing skyward, while the left
ones drop quickly.
Lincoln takes a zip-lining excursion through the Costa Rican jungle,
but I am now on a waiting list for shoulder surgery and choose a rainforest
canopy walk as a safer option. When we meet up after our separate adventures, he is upset.
“I couldn’t figure it out,” he tells me. “I had to go tandem with one of
the guides!”
I am, at first, shocked and dismayed. He is a rock climber, used to ropes
and unafraid of heights, and has always been physically coordinated and
quick to learn, with extraordinary stamina and balance. Then I begin to
rationalize his experience.
“You’re left-handed,” I remind him. “And you don’t speak any Spanish.
And you’re deaf in one ear. Anyone would find it tricky!”
What does my cheerfulness cost him? Does it hurt? Is it reassuring? I
don’t know. I wonder if my unwillingness to see his struggles is the result
of my fears about my own health.
Between us we have an accumulation of changes, many small, some
large, but we are both still very much ourselves, content with each other
and the good fortune of our lives, getting older but not yet old. It is easier
to pretend all is well in our world because, really, it is. Some of the time.
Enough of the time.
—From Dancing in Small Spaces
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